1. Heathland Dryads by Lottie Andrews (2022)
This hanging installation is inspired by Folklore Mythology combined with the beautiful colour
tones displayed within the Heathland landscape each season. A Dryad's role is to make
nature a sacred place and to encourage positive emotions within the environment. This
environment being the breath-taking Surrey Hills Heathlands.
2. Prayer for the Heathlands by Katie Greenwood (2018)
This interactive artwork is inspired by Tibetan Prayer Wheels & Dharma principles to keep
balance in the world. If we don’t conserve this heathland, local species will disappear,
creating imbalance.
3. Seeds of Life by Pat Small (2021)
Under a microscope every seed is unique. This artwork imagines seed types reproduced
many times life size. Seeds bring life to the heathlands and life in general.
4. Coexistence by Will Pike (2017)
This steel wing sculpture celebrates this diverse wildlife. Each feather inspired by the
markings of the heathland inhabitants to symbolise that like an ecosystem, a wing needs all
feathers to function.
5. Seeing Red by Geraldine Lewis (2022)

This piece of textile art is part of a series of works coming under the umbrella of “I am not a
covid kid”. For my MA I wanted to research the effects of the covid lockdowns on children of
educational age and to portray this in a form of artwork.
6. Year & Years by Yunxuan Shi (2022)
A living being, only remembers what it perceived while it was alive, even though the passage
of time never changes, but when it disappears, the time of its world will stop for it as well. The
continuous line is like unbroken time. The end of the line is a symbol of the end of life.
7. Green Line by Irina Prolygina (2020)
This work reflects upon the impact of biodiversity loss and the significance of wildlife
conservation. While the materiality emphasizes the idea of the fragility of the natural balance,
the green line symbolises hope the Heathland habitat will be restored.
8. An Eye Made Quiet by Alison Jarvis (2022)
A group of darkly toned glossy convex ‘mirrors’, based on the popular optical instruments of
the 18th century known as ‘Claude glasses’. These curved mirrors gently distort the view into
a concentrated and yet expanded vista, whilst the dark hues tint & quieten the image.
9. Sentinels by Valerie Mclean (2022)
Sentinels is a response to the visual impact of the Heath and its history: strong verticals in a
flat landscape, a managed natural reserve, a specific ecosystem. The sculptures will become
habitat. The work is an invitation to reflect upon our relationship with the landscape that we
produce and in turns transform us.
10. Journey into Nature by Betty Lau (2022)
A collection of mini paintings is inspired by multiple species in the heathland. They are all
linked to nature; heather flowers, stonechat, monarch butterfly, bee, pinecones, mushrooms,
and others. I create a new dialogue with the natural world and marked an importance of the
heathland inhabitants.
11. Breaking Ground by Robyn Jacobs (2022)
The work appropriates traditional methods of turf cutting associated as a component that
shaped the heathland and its habitat. Cutting the ground, raising the turves and turning them
over to dry, leaves marks in the ground and form the building blocks that create monuments
to this unique landscape.
12. Deep See by Stef Will (2022)
Deep See explores perception and invites the viewer to question their sense of reality. Via
the algorithmic gaze of the far-infrared thermal lens, Farnham Heath is seen in a new,
unfamiliar way, as the work makes invisible energy fields assessable to the human gaze. The
printed code on the side provides information about the geo-location of each image.

